
HOLE

OB over fence on 
both sides of fairway 
and line in front of 
clubhouse. 
 

 



HOLE
84m

If mandatory is 
missed, play from      
previous lie with one 
shot penalty. OB over 
fence on left and right.



Hazard

HOLE

OB on and over 
road to the left and 
over fence behind 
basket. Hazard  area on 
left.
River played as casual 
water.

126m



HOLE

OB over fence on 
the right and on 
fotball�eld. Hazard in 
marked areas on run-
ningtrack and OB over 
the fence. 

Mid�eld circle plays as 
an island fairway. To be 
able to play from the 
island you must �rst 
establish a lie inbounce 
on the island. 

146m

Hazard



HOLE

OB over fence and 
the marked line on the 
left and water on the 
right. The two small 
houses also play as OB.

Watch out for 
pedestrians on track 
behind basket.

- Water and fruit 



HOLE

OB in the water 
and football �elds 
behind.
If OB, you have the 
option to throw your 
next throw from the 
drop zone with one 
throw penalty.

122m
DZ



HOLE
166m

OB in the water 
and on the road and 
beyond. Drop zone if 
you miss the            
mandatory.

Watch out for 
pedestrians on track 

Toilet left of dropzone.

DZ



HOLE

OB in the water. 
Drop zone if you miss 
the mandatory.

80m

DZ



HOLE

- Water and fruit

DZ

OB in the water, 
marked line to the left 
and behind the basket. 
Drop zone if you miss 
the mandatory.

Hole NOT playable 
after 22.00 hours. 

156m



HOLE

OB on all roads and 
beyond. If you miss the 
�rst mandatory you 
throw from your       
previous lie. If you miss 
the second mandatory 
(a triple mandatory) 
you play from the drop 
zone.

Hole NOT playable 
after 22.00 hours. 

211m

5
DZ



HOLE

OB in the water 
and marked lines right 
and left. If OB, you have 
the option to throw 
your next throw from 
the drop zone with one 
throw penalty.

Hole NOT playable 
after 22.00 hours. 

DZ

300m

5



HOLE
124m

OB in the water 
and line to the right. 
OB from the tee are 
limited to previous lie 
or drop zone.
For all subsequent 
throws, normal OB 
rules aply.

Hole NOT playable 
after 22.00 hours. 

DZ



HOLE
70m

OB in the water 
and inside marked line 
in front of the basket. 
OB on road and beyond. 
OB from the tee are 
limited to previous lie or 
drop zone.
For all subsequent 
throws, normal OB rules 
aply.

DZ



HOLE

- Water and fruit

OB in the water, 
marked line on right, 
on road and beyond.    
If OB, you have the 
option to throw your 
next throw from the 
drop zone with one 
throw penalty. 

202m

DZ



HOLE

OB in water.

67m



HOLE

DZ

OB in the water. 
OB from the tee are 
limited to previous lie 
or drop zone.
For all subsequent 
throws, normal OB 
rules aply.

88m



HOLE

OB in the water 
and the football �eld 
behind. The bridge is 
also OB.  

84m



HOLE

DZ

OB over fence right, 
left and behind the 
basket. OB inside marked 
lines. If mandatory is 
missed, you play from the 
drop zone. 
Watch out for pedestrians

159m
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